Improving
campus security
5G enables healthier, safer,
and smarter campuses.

Next-generation campus security
and the student experience
As campus environments evolve, colleges and universities are exploring new solutions to
improve safety and security.

T-Mobile® for Education delivers insights into how connected technologies can help higher
education institutions like yours strengthen security—and how you can deploy these technologies
strategically and cost-effectively to build your modern campus. And with our leading 5G network
in both speed and coverage, we’re ready to help you bring those plans to fruition.
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For many students, life revolves around campus as they move between dorm rooms, lecture halls,
libraries, cafés, and classrooms. Imagine, for example, a student balancing a demanding course
load with her work-study job at the library. And, she hasn’t missed a football game all season as
a member of the school dance team. This student is active—as so many students are—and with
such a busy schedule, personal safety is the last thing she needs to worry about.

Improving campus security

A smart campus, equipped with connected IoT sensors and devices, can address campus safety
unobtrusively and efficiently—managing security risks before they negatively impact the student
body while maintaining an open campus environment that puts student experience first. Students
attend college for the education, experience, and community—safety concerns should fade to
the background.

Technology-driven campus security
T-Mobile for Education delivers the high-speed connectivity that can power your smart campus. Improve
safety and security at all points on the student journey—all on America’s largest and fastest 5G network.

Access control for residences & dorms

Sensor-equipped smart lighting on campus

New connected technologies offer more secure, scalable,
and cost-efficient access control options.

Proper illumination can increase safety for students walking through
campus at night.

• Digital safety locks can be locked or unlocked remotely in an emergency.
• Smart credentials act as a virtual key for secured buildings.
• Behavior-based alarms can detect unauthorized access attempts.

• Motion-activated LED lighting improves energy efficiency.
• Smart lighting functions as a “backbone network” for additional sensors.
• Improved lighting pairs with wireless IP cameras to enhance

45%

45% of colleges are considering
adding more card and/or biometric
access control systems by 2024.1

video monitoring.

Colleges spend almost

$6
billion
on energy each year.
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Here’s how a digitally connected and smart campus can support student safety.
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Tools for campus first responders

IP-enabled cameras

Enhanced connectivity and security technology give first responders
the tools and information they need to handle critical events.

IP cameras enhance real-time situational awareness for security personnel
and first responders, leading to more informed decision-making.

• Devices like push-to-talk, smartphones, and mobile routers keep

• View finer details, such as facial features, clothing, and license plates.
• Wireless connections improve monitoring of remote areas.
• Behavior analytics identify baseline activity, focusing attention for security personnel.

as well as transportation for security personnel.

Through the Connecting Heroes® program, T-Mobile equips
eligible campus first responders with free unlimited talk, text,
and smartphone data. Plus, WPS-enrolled agencies receive
priority access and preemption at no additional cost.

911

34%

34% of campuses
plan to invest in video
analytics by 2024.3

Campus security apps

Early detection safety protocols

Campus applications can include security features for convenient 24/7
access for staff, students, and faculty both on- and off-campus.

In an emergency, every second counts. By identifying events earlier,
first responders can respond faster—potentially saving lives.
Gunshot detection systems can alert personnel instantaneously in a
shooting emergency.

• Panic buttons and text-to-911 services offer discrete alert systems.
• Mass notifications distribute emergency alerts quickly.
The mass notification system
market is predicted to reach

$20 billion
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•

• AI-enhanced facial recognition can help identify potential threats on sight.
The U.S. average
police response time for
active shooter events is

3 minutes.
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• Fleet management solutions serve night shuttles for students
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first responders connected.

University of Texas at San Antonio Police Department

At special events like sports games, commencements, and
performances, security needs are heightened as more community
members, alumni, and students flood campus infrastructure.

With the help of the Connecting Heroes program, the University of Texas at San
Antonio Police Department (UTSAPD) now has the 5G devices and coverage they
need to improve mission-critical communications.

“The connectivity difference was huge. [T-Mobile] was a major improvement
in all of our systems. We depend on it to get things done.”
—David Vaughan, Senior Information Technology Associate at UTSAPD

Secure physical assets

Cybersecurity

Higher education institutions often invest heavily in specialized equipment
for education or research—but tracking this equipment can be difficult.

Colleges and universities are targeted for cybercrime due to the high volume of
student personal data and intellectual property.

• Bluetooth beacons help security staff track the location of

• Private networks provide protection from inadvertent exposure to online threats.
• The T-Mobile Certainty™ network design model provides maximum network

high-value resources.

• Geofencing helps notify campus security if a resource leaves

availability and peak application performance.

a designated geographic area.

$9.05 million

The Bluetooth beacon
market is projected to reach

$80.5 million
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—average cost of a data breach
in the United States in 2021.8
by 2026.7
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70%

The Evolv Express system is 10x faster
than traditional metal detectors and
reduces costs by up to 70%.6

Now, all UTSAPD vehicles are equipped with 5G hotspots, supporting the seamless
transmission of data in the field. Plus, all officers received smartphones powered by the
T-Mobile 5G network—delivering dependable communication, improved data privacy,
and more streamlined workflows.
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• AI-based screening tools replace legacy metal detectors.
• Behavior-based alerts unobtrusively monitor fan experience.

Case study

Special Events

A trusted technology partner
These IoT solutions are made possible with the enhanced connectivity of an advanced 5G network. When
facing modern threats, you need a responsive and dynamic partner to help you identify and implement the
right solutions to meet your goals. T-Mobile for Education is a proven partner to help you deliver critical and
innovative security solutions to keep your campus safe.
Explore more higher education technology trends with the T-Mobile for Education Guide: Student success
through innovation.

Connect, manage, and secure your IoT solutions

T-Mobile for Education provides an ideal foundation for your secure smart campus. From nationwide
narrowband to America’s largest, fastest 5G network, connect to the network built for IoT.

T-Mobile for Education is ready to support your
campus’s initiatives. Visit T-Mobile/HigherEd
or call 1-844-301-2667 to learn more.

Improving campus security

The T-Mobile Control Center is an automated connectivity management solution to help you manage and
oversee the lifecycle of your IoT device SIMs on the T-Mobile network. To help process the data, T-Mobile
provides reliable and secure connectivity for IoT devices.
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